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Developing superpower skills is not only possible but it is something all humans once knew

how to do. Training your child to do this will enhance his or her life in unimaginable ways. This

book shows you how to look at the mind as an untapped resource, our greatest asset, and

invites you to take a different view of our innate mental powers. What you discover may alter

the course of your life and the way you perceive and interact with yourself and your children.

About the AuthorInternational Advisor to Public Figures, Celebrities, Business Professionals &

trusted mentor to seekers, Elly is the founder of psi-kids where children and adults, learn to

develop, trust & utilize their intuitive abilities. Elly has been a life long educator. Together with a

group of dedicated parents, she co-founded a private school and tailored a Mindfulness

Program to meet the specific needs of the school. She is an author, consultant on screenplays

& novels and provides Intuitive & Mindpower consulting She has appeared on FOX, ABC,

NBC, CBS, and in the New York Times. Elly's new book, Children Who Know How to Know, is

an Ebook Tops best seller. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Developing superpower skills is not only possible but it is something all humans once knew

how to do. Training your child to do this will enhance his or her life in unimaginable ways. This

book shows you how to look at the mind as an untapped resource, our greatest asset, and

invites you to take a different view of our innate mental powers. What you discover may alter

the course of your life and the way you perceive and interact with yourself and your children.  

KUDOS FOR CHILDREN WHO KNOW HOW TO KNOW In Children Who Know How to Know

Elly Molina explains techniques for developing and using ESP, or “intuitive abilities.” The book

takes us through how a brain develops and works, and then give activities and exercises for

developing the natural innate psychic abilities that everyone is born with. Then it goes on to talk

about learning to trust these abilities once you have developed them. Although fairly short, the

book is packed full of good information that everyone can use. Whether you want to develop

your own psychic abilities, help someone else to do so, or simply learn more about them, this

book is an excellent resource. ~ Taylor Jones, The Review Team of Taylor Jones & Regan

Murphy Children Who Know How to Know, A resource guide for helping children develop and

utilize their powerful intuitive abilities, by Elly Molina is an instruction manual for teaching

yourself and your children to develop and use intuition, or psychic powers, which the author

believes are dormant in all humans. Whether she is right or wrong, the book is an excellent

resource for understanding how the brain works as well as ways to make it work more

effectively. Giving us both the science behind her theories, as well as practical exercises and

activities to make them easy to apply in your own life, Children Who Know How to Know is an

excellent resource guide and a very thought-provoking read. ~ Regan Murphy, The Review

Team of Taylor Jones & Regan Murphy 
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This book is dedicated to the intuitive and psychic you.It is dedicated to creating a new

paradigm for education. May we practice and teach our children to be present, mindful, and

conscious of thoughts, words, and deeds. 



WHAT’S IN THIS BOOK? Introduction; Chapter 1: What is Intuition?; Chapter 2: How Children’s

Brains Develop and Work; Chapter 3: Getting to Know ABE (Attitude, Belief, and Expectancy);

Chapter 4: Thought and Language (What We Say “Matters”); Chapter 5: Mindfulness & Intuitive

Heart; Chapter 6: Getting Into Action (Fun Activities to Develop & Enhance Intuition);Chapter 7:

Trusting Intuition (Access and Develop Your Inner Power for Future Success); Bibliography 

Introduction “The intuitive mind is a sacred giftand the rational mind is a faithful servant.We

have created a society that honorsthe servant and has forgotten the gift.”~ Albert Einstein This

is a fabulous time in history to be a child. Children in the Western world have the highest

literacy and survival rate since the mid-1990s. In 2014, more US citizens enrolled their children

in alternative, prestigious, private schools than ever before in the history of US education, and

parents use new approaches to disciplining their kids. Mindfulness and yoga practices appear

more and more in both public and private education. In 2014, Brown University broke new

ground by offering a major in Contemplative Studies, the first in North America. As of this

writing, more than twelve major universities offer a BA, MA, or PhD in Contemplative Studies.

Contemplative Studies “looks at how we think about the world and how we think about

thinking.” This curriculum spearheads a new approach to education. More schools than ever

before now teach children an “I can do it” attitude.A century ago, people read approximately

fifty books during their lifetime. Today, parents invest more in their children’s development and

education than at any time during the last one hundred years. Today, we witness expanding

consciousness, as ideas, once considered fantasy and science fiction, become real, radically

altering the future for our children. At no other time since the birth of the European

Enlightenment do so many children have opportunities to learn how to develop their intuitive

and psychic abilities. Back in the 1950s and 1960s, only three TV shows addressed the topic of

psychic or supernatural powers: The Twilight Zone, One Step Beyond, and Alfred Hitchcock. In

the last decade, by contrast, hundreds of movies feature psychic powers, and countless TV

series feature psychics, mentalists, and extraordinary phenomena.While intuition and psychic

abilities gain widespread popularity in mass entertainment, the surge of interest in intuitive and

psychic ability means that fewer people regard these “paranormal” abilities as just the stuff of

fiction.Remember Robert A. Heinlein’s novel, Stranger in a Strange Land? His main character,

Valentine Michael Smith, the orphaned son of the first astronauts to explore Mars, learns to

have full control over his mind and body. When he finds himself back on Earth, US Government

agents attack him and, in self-defense, he sends them into a fourth dimension.When I read

Heinlein’s book, I wondered: What if we could learn to do this and could we teach it to

children? The question prompted me to explore my own psychic abilities.
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taylor hatcher, “Profound, Simple & For Everyone. I appreciate the simplicity of the book and

the profound ways it has improved my relationship with my 4 year old son. We play games

about listening in to access the color the other person is thinking about (which he loves to do)

and it has strengthened his confidence to know that he knows. We talk about "listening in" and

we are both practicing more. I show him that he's right on on point simply by listening to what

he is picking up ("I want to bring this umbrella" - I think to myself, "why? there's no rain on the

forecast" - and then it rains while we are out). One day, we walked to a. field of clovers and

closed our eyes to settle inside ourselves to "see" a 4 leaf clover. I had never found one. I saw

it in my mind's eye and walked right over and picked it up. This book is for EVERYONE, and I

personally feel the benefit as much as he does.  Thank you Elly Molina.”

Barbara Newman, “A treasure of a book.. Elly Molina is a sage, and this book is wondrous. It is

a gentle and knowing guide to help children see the magic they were born with, the gift of

intuition that will serve them for years to come. I can wait to tap into its wisdom when I become

a grandparent. It's a treasure.”

Stephanie Kato, “Awesome and helpful read for parents and non-parents alike!. I just read her

book and it is amazing and informative from the understanding of the different brain wave

levels to the ways language impacts how our children view themselves and the world around

them. I work with adults in a therapeutic clinical setting and more often than not, I notice how

many people grew up being told not to trust themselves or their instincts. Elly's book gives

direct examples of what to do and what not to do to encourage our childrens' own unique

understanding of their intuition and psychic abilities. Everyone has them but as we mature, we

"forget" those abilities that is our birthright and can help us in our everyday lives. Whether you

have children or just the inner child within you, this book is a must read!”

jillian, “READ THIS BOOK!!! So valuable & powerful.. This book is full of dynamic golden

nuggets of Wisdom!I love how Elly talks so clearly about all the different ways the brain works,

she gives you a precise breakdown of the very nature of the Mind from a scientific

perspective.She talks about how the brain develops from the infant stage into the next stages

and how to be the master of it, using it as a tool to reach your higher good and your highest

potential. I learned even more intricately how your thoughts and words have to match and that

those two energies really matter in order to create the Reality you desire!Elly consistently

teaches us how to trust, enhance, and develop our Intuition, enlightening us that it is our

intuition that guides us to our highest destiny and peace.I loved this book! Thank You Elly!”

kitty o', “This was so fun, and actually usable!. I'm a bit of a skeptic, but I do believe that

children are closer to magic than adults. This was written in such a great way -- didn't get my

BS radar up -- and I loved the exercises I could do with my four-year-old.”



Stephanie, “This is the missing link for parenting children that can add value to the world!.

What an amazing book! I feel like it's for me just as much, if not more, than it is for my 6 year

old son. Even though the book recently came out, part of me wishes I had it all along this

parenting journey. As a single mom, the challenges that arise with parenting a very active boy

can weigh heavy on me, and I'm constantly attempting to figure him out so I can help him

succeed. Now I see that he needs the tools to express and understand himself so he can

efficiently interact with his peers and those around him. I also see that I am responsible for

using the correct words and actions for his growth. I am so excited to apply these tools with

him, as I feel they are the missing link to explode his development.I truly understand that we all

have the knowledge and abilities within us to change the way the world works and how we

interact with each other. Through practice and application, we can learn how to trust ourselves

and our instincts. We are so much more than our 5 senses and it is time to start using them.

We are all connected! Thank you Elly Molina for applicable tools and processes to live a life

where we can both thrive through practice, mindfulness, and breath.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent book! Its a short, easy read loaded with great

information and easy to apply exercises”

AEH, “Fantastic, easy to implement tools to use with kids immediately.. This book offers

accessible information to begin learning how to help your kids understand, develop and use

their innate intuitive abilities. I only wish I'd had it when I was a kid! Elly Molina is a fountain of

information and experience which she adds to multiple cited works to deliver an easy to

understand guide. My favorite part is all the fun exercises she gives to do for and with kids. As

a busy mom of a child with health issues, I really needed this to remind me that everything we

see isn't everything, and to give me the language to teach my son. I highly recommend this

book.”

The book by Elly Molina has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 17 people have provided feedback.
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